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Abstract The purpose of this paper is to study the infiuence of work
ers' savings on the dynamics of Goodwin's growth cycles. This is done by
noting, along Kaldorian-Pasinettian lines, that if workers save, they then
hold part of the capitaI and earn some profits, which vary over the cycle.
Thus, a correct specification of such a case requires the consideration of
an extra variable - the share of capitaI held by workers. It is shown that,
without having to impose any special condition on the values of the param
eters, a Hopf-Bifurcation analysis establishes the possibility of persistent
and bounded cyclical paths for the resulting 3-dimensional dynamical sys
temo The paper concludes with an investigation of the possibility of further
bifurcations as a route to more complex behaviour.

1 Introduction

Over the years, outside mainstream macroeconomics, Goodwin's growth
cycle model [25] has emerged as a powerful and fruitful "system far doing
rnacrodynamics". Yet, despite the more than one hundred contributions
that have tried to generalize it in ali possible directions, there is an aspect
that still seems to deserve further investigation, namely, the problem of
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the proper way of relaxing Goodwin's extreme assumptions about savings
behaviour and wage rate dynamics.

As is well known, Goodwin [25, p. 54] crucially assumed (i) a classical
savings lunction, according to which workers consume ali their wages and
capitalists save and invest ali their profits, and (ii) a Phillips curve in real
tenns! (w = I(v) = -ì + pv, di Idv = f'(v) = p > O, ì > O) according to
which the growth rate of real wages (w) varies linearly with the employment
rate (v). A possible interpretatiol1 of (i) is to say that Goodwin assumed
that capitalists' and workers' propel1sities to save (sc and SUI' respectively)
are differel1t and such that Lis = Se - Sw > O. Thel1, as a limiting and
simpler case, he chose to work with Sc = 1 and Sw = 0.2 An immediate
generalization, thus, is to consider the case in which OS Sw < Sc S 1 and
this is indeed what a number of authors have tried to do over the years. 3

With regard to assumption (ii), on the other hand, it is safe to say that
Goodwin meant it only as a first approximatiol1, required - we could add
- to obtain in his model a dynamical system of the Lotka-Volterra type.
It is therefore easy to think of possible generalizations of this assumption
too. Different authors have considered a number of different more generaI
cases, for example, with a Ilonlinear I (Velupillai [48]) or with the fUl1ction I
depel1ding not only on v, but also on its rate of changé (Cugno-l\1ontrucchio
[6, pp. 97-98]' Sportelli [44, pp. 43-44])

1V = l(v,iJ) (1)

such that al (v, iJ) lov = f" (v, iJ) > Oand al (v, iJ) 10iJ = fu (v, iJ) > O.
Both kinds of generalization have important implications for the dynam

ics of the mode!.
To show this, let us start from the originaI version of the mode! (OVM,

hereafter). In it, given the other basic assumptions - according to which
the labour force (n) and the productivity of labour (qll = a) both grow

l Far any variablc x, x indicatcs its timc derivative (dx/dt), while x indicates
its growth rate (x/x).

2 This interpretation seems correct givcn that Goodwin himsclf writes [25, p.
54] that his assumption could be relaxed to constant proportionai savings, "this
changing the numbcrs but not thc Iogie of thc system".

3 Thc first author to mention the possibility of incorporating into the modei a
positivc propensity to save out of wages was Atkinson [2] in 1969. Other contribu
tions that have tried to generalize the mode! in this dircction are Ferri-Greenberg
[13], Fitoussi-VelupilIai [14], Flasche!-Kriiger [15], Glombowski-Kriiger [21], [22],
[23], [24], van dcI' Ploeg [38], [39], [40], [41], Sportelli [44], Sportelli-Cagnetta [45]
and VelupilIai [40], lo mcntion only a few.

cl This seems to be the case considered by Phillips himse!f (see [37, p. 299]).
Abovc all, however, starting with Izzo [2ì] amI tltcn Dcsai lì], the Pltillips curve
in gcncralizatioIlS of Goodwin's mode! has occn lllodificcl by writing it iumoney
ratlter than n:al lerms ami thcn introducing into tlw mudeI an cqllation for pricc
dynamics. Although we willnot considcr this kind or gcneralization or thc original
mode!, wc wilI havc something to say about it at the cnd of tlte paper.
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exponentially in time at a rate equal to {3 and o respectively and the capital
output ratio (k/q = eT) is constant - (i) and (ii) are all that is needed in
order to obtain the dynamical system in v = l/n (the emplayment rate) and
u = wl/q (the share af wages)

. (1) 1v = 9 - g" = ~ - gn - ~u

U = f(v) - o = -(o; + ì) + pv

(2)

(3)

where 9 = ii = k = I/k = S/k = (1 - u)/er and g" = o; + {3 (the natural
rate of growth).

The unique positive equilibrium of system (2)-(3) is (ve, ue), where ve =
h + o)/p and ue = 1 - erg". Given that the roots of the characteristic
equation at this equilibrium point are pure imaginary, the local stability
analysis cannot be used to decide on the type of dynamics of the originaI
system. In the case in which the parameters of the model are such that
(1/ er) - gn > O, however, (2)-(3) is equivalent to the dynamical system of the
Lotka-Volterra prey-predator model (see Goodwin [25, pp. 54-5.5], Gandolfo
[20, pp. 449-464] and Medio [31, pp. 34-38]). Thus, we can conclude that
the equilibrium point is a centre; in other words, that the model describes
persistent fiuctuations of the variables v and u around the equilibrium, the
amplitude of which fully depends on initial conditions.

This qualitative feature of the model does not change if, leaving unaltered
the rest af it, we generalize (i) along the lines described above. In this case,
the rate of growth of output is equal to 9 = [(sc/er) - (Lls/er)u] so that (2)
becomes

v = (~ - 9ft) - ~s U (4)

Clearly, if we choose the same linear f as in the OVM and if (sc/ er) - 9" >
O, equations (3) and (4) still form a dynamical system of the Lotka-Volterra
type. The only difference in comparison with the OVM is that now the
coordinates of the centre are (ve, uee ), where uee = (sc - er9n) / Lls.

Having noticed this, however, things change drastically if, in the attempt
to go further in our generalization of the model, we introduce in (3) the more
generai formulation of the Phillips curve (1) so as to obtain

u=f(v,v)-o=F(v,u)-O; (5)

where F (v, u) is such that Fv(v, u) = fv (v, v)+ fu (v, v) (EJvjEJv) = fv (v, v) >
O and F,,(v, u) = fv (v, v) (EJv/EJu) = -fil (v, v) L1s/er < O.

The non-trivial equilibrium of system (4)-(5) is now (vee,uee ), where
vee is that value of the employment rate for which f( vee , O) = 0;. Easy
calculations show that, in this case, the characteristic equation at (vee ,uee )
is

).2 + { ~s uee fu (vee , O)}). + ~s veeuec fv (V CC
, O) = O (6)

where (L1s / er )uee fu (vce , O) > Oand (L1s/er )vecuee fv (vee ,O) > O.
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Thus, the two roots of (6) have negative real parts and \ve can conclude
that, whatever the sign 01 the discriminant, the movement is convergent.5

Summing up, the first of the two extensions of the OVM we have con
sidered simply "chang(es) the numbers, but not the logic of the system",
the second destroys its cyclical features.

The purpose of this paper is to show that the conclusion is drastically
different if, in jointly introducing into the OVl\I both a positive propensity
to save by workers and the more generai formulation of the Phillips curve
(l), we take account of Pasinetti's criticism (e.g. [35], [36]) of Kaldor's thc
ory of growth and income distribution (e.g. [28]). From such a "Kaldorian
Pasinettian" point of view, it follows that both extensions of Goodwin's
model we have considered contain a "logical slip", consisting in an incom
plete consideration of the implications that a positive propensity to save by
workers has for the mode!. In particular (see Pasinetti [35, p. 106]) - as
\Vas the case for Kaldor's model - they overlook the fact that, if workers
save a part of their income, they "must be allowed to own it" and to earn
some profits from it (if not there would be no reason for them to save at
ali). This simple consideration has extremely important consequences in the
case of Goodwin's model because it happens that the share of the capitai
stock owned by workers (or, alternately, the share owned by capitalists) and
the profits they earn from it are not constant, but rather vary with the two
other variables of the model (11 and u) over the cycle. Thus, the considera
tion of a positive propensity to save by workers not only implies a change in
the equation for the rate of growth of output - as in (4) - but also an in
crease in the dimensionality of the dynamical system of the mode!.6 Due to
this, a persistent cyclical movement (Iimit cycle) can emerge. Moreover, the
latteI' may prove to be the first step on a route to more complex (irregular)
behaviour as one or more of the parameters of the model are varied.

5 Indeed, this is the ease considercd by Lorenz [30, pp. 67-73] to show the strue
turai instability of Goodwin's model; to prove, in other words, that the behaviour
of its dYllamical system is very sellsitive to variations in the functiollal strueture
sueh as a change from f(v) to F(v,u).

{j To the best of my knO\vledge, alllong the eontributions that I have cited in
footnote 3 above, only van del' Ploeg (e.g., [40]) has introdueed thc hypothesis of
differential savings into Goodwin's mode! in a nl<1nner that tries to takc account
of Pasinetti's criticismo In a seuse thc analysis wc will deve!op, although based
on a simpler extellsioll of Goodwin's model, puts togethcr two of van del' Ploeg's
insights, one takcll from [40] -- where, though the annlysis is cOllfined to loeal
stability, the dirnensionality of the dynamical system increases, as in our case,
hecause of variation in the workers' share of the capitai stock -- auel another
une, taken from [41], where, sincc the workers' sharc of the capitai stock remains
constant, the increase in the dilllensionality of thc model, from 2 to 3, is due to
a different factor (namely, the fad that a more dynamic vicw of technical change
is adopted, with the capital-output ratio varying with the cost of labour over the
r;ycle). However, as in this paper, thc Hopf bifurcation theorelll is applied to the
resulting dynamical system.
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To show this, the rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 the alternative formulation of Goodwin's model we have just described
is introduced and the 3-dimensional (3D) dynamical system of the modi
fied model is derived and analysed with respect to Iocal stability. Then, in
Section 3, we attempt to show - by use of the Ropf Bifurcation Theorem
(RBT, hereafter) with Sw as the bifurcation parameter - that the model
can produce persistent cyclica! behaviour. The section ends with an investi
gation - by means of numerical simulation - of the possibility of further
bifurcations on a route to chaos. Final1y, some concluding and summarizing
results are given in Section 4.

2 The model when workers save: a Kaldorian-Pasinettian
formulation

2.1 Derivation oj the dynamical system

Re-adapting to the case the notation introduced in the previous section, we
can take account of Pasinetti's point about the implications of a positive
propensity to save of workers by writing

q = wl + Pw +Pc

Sw = Sw (wl + Pw) = Sw (wl + rkw)

Sc = scPc = scrkc
p 1-u

r=-=--
k O'

where Pw (Pc), Sw (Sc), and Sw (sc) are workers' (capitalists') profits, sav
ings and propensity to save respectively, kw (kc ), capitaI held by workers
(capitalists), P = Pw + Pc, total profits, k = kw + kc, total capitaI stock
and r, the rate of profit.

For this modified version of the mode!, the rate of growth of output
is equa! to 9 = [(s",/O') + (.ds/O')(l - U)é] - where é is the proportion of
capitaI held by capitalists (é = kc/k) - so that (4) becomes

• (sw ).dS
v= -;;-9" +-;;:-(l-u)€

Thus, inserting in (5)

il. = j(v,v) - O: = F1(v,U,é) - O:

Finally we find

.' .ds Sc .ds
é = kc - 9 = - - -u - - (1 - u) €

O' O' O'

(7)

(8)

(9)
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2.2 Singular points

S. Sordi

The dynamicai system (7)-(9) has a unique interior singuiar point (equilib
rium) (v*,u*,c*) such that

Sw .ds ( *) *- - g" + - l - u c = O(J (J

j(v*,O)-o:=O

.ds Sc * Lls ( *) *- - -u - - l - U E = O(J (J (J

Thus v* = v ee as in the previous elaboration of the model, whereas we now
have

u* = 1- (Jg"
Sc

* sc(gll- sw/(J)
E = --=--;----"-'---'-

.dsgll

(lO)

(11)

It is easy to check that these equilibrium values of the modified version
of Goodwin's modei impIy all the steady-state resuIts that follow from
KaIdor-Pasinetti's theory of growth and incorne distribution; in particular
(see Pasinetti [35, p. 269], [36, pp. 121-122 and 127-128])

• in order to be economically meaningfui (i.e., such that O < u* < l and
0< c* < l), they require that

O ::; Sw < (Jg" < Se ::; l (12)

which is nothing other than the well-known condition that KaIdor's orig
inaI modei too must satisfy;

• they guarantee a steady-state growth of the system at a rate equai to
the naturai rate

* Sw .ds ( *) *9 = - + - l - 'IL E = g"(J (J

• unlike what was the case for the version of the model with differential
savings we considered in the previous section, they imply the so-called
Cambridge equation, according to which the steady-state rate of profit
is determined by the naturai rate of growth divided by the capitalists'
propensity to save, independently oj anything else

* 1- u* g"
T =--=-

(J Se

It is worth stressing, however, that there is abasie difference between the
t\VO approaches. Indeed, whereas in the KaIdor-Pasinetti modei the steady
state growth path continuously guarantees the full employment of Iabour, in
the Goodwin modei it is characterized by a positive (constant) rate of unem
ployment equai to (l - v*). l\!Ioreover, and more importantly, it is possible
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to show that Goodwin's model, in the more general ease or differential sav
ings and in the case in which condition {12} is satisfied, admits closed orbits
solutions (limi t eycles). In other words, it deseribes persistent fiuetuations
or the variables rather than a eonvergenee to the steady-state solution.

This ean be rigorously established by applying to system (7)-(9) the
HBT. As a preliminary step, we study the (loeal) stability or the model at
the interior singular point.

2.3 Local stability analysis

Linearising system (7)-(9) at (V*,U*,E*), we obtain

where

[
o a12 a13 ]

J* = a21 an a23
o a32 a33

Given the basic assumptions introduced in the previous seetion and eon
dition (12), the Jaeobian matrix J* is such that the signs oJ alt its coefficients
are unambiguously determined

a12 = -(Lls/a)c*v* < O

a13 = (Lls/a) (1 - u*) v* > O

a21 = F:vu* = J,7u* > O

an = F:uu* = - J;(Lls/a)c*u* < O

a23 = F:Eu* = J;(Lls/a)(1 - u*)u* > O

a32 = -(sc/a)(sw/ag,,)c* < O

a33 = -(Lls/a)(1 - U*)E* < O

where the sign "*" indieates that aH partial derivatives are evaluated at
(V*,U*,E*).

Thus, the eharacteristic equation or the dynamical system (7)-(9) be
comes

where

A = -tr(J*) = -an - a33 > O

B Ia22 a231 I O a121
= a32 a33 + a21 a22

= a22a33 - a12 a21 - a23a32 > O

C = - det (J*) = a21a12a33 - a21a13a32 > O

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)
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so that the sign of AB - C is undetermined

>
AB -C <: O

S. Sordi

(17)

Given that - by (14), (15) and (16) - A, B, C are always positive, when
condition (17) holds with the ">" sign, aB Routh-Hurwitz (necessary and
sufficient) conditions for the local stability of the equilibrium are satisfied.7

This, as was the case for the second extension of the model we have consid
ered in section 1 (see equations (4) and (5)), would be the "end ofthe story"
and we could conclude that the model economy (locaBy) converges toward
(v* ,u* ,E.*). However, given that condition (17) can also hold with the "::;"
sign, things are not so simple! Indeed, this implies that the dynamical be
haviour of the model can drasticaBy change, from the qualitative point of
view, as one or more of the parameters vary.

Using SILI as the bifurcation parameter, our purpose is now to apply the
HBT to show that persistent cyclical behaviour can emerge as S11l varies.

3 The dynamics of the model

3.1 Application oj the Hopj Bìjurcation Theorem

In the past few years, the HBT has often been utilized to prove - both
in 2D, 3D and higher dimension continuous-time dynamical systems - the
existence of closed orbits.

Restricting our attention to the applications of the HBT to 3D dynamical
systems,8 we notice that usuaBy only the existence part of the theorem
has been applied, the reason for this being that the stability part l'equil'es

7 See, for example, Ganelolfo [20, pp. 221-223].
8 This is the case - we believc - in which the HBT really adds value to

the standard theory (e.g., Poincaré-Bendixson theorem), that can by contrast be
applied to show the existence of closed orbits only in the case of 2D systems.
Although we will not consider them, the interestcd l'cader can find cxamples of
applications of the HBT to 2D dynamical systems in Feichtinger [12], Flaschel
Gl'Oh [16], Kind [29], Medio [32], Semmlcr [43], Sportelli [44], anel Torre [47].
Moreover, Benhabib-Nishirnura [4], [5] and Franke-Asada [18] contain applications
of the HBT to higher than 3D systerns (nD, nD and 4D respectively). There
are thcn a numbcr of contributions ~ notably by Farkas anel co-workers (see,
for example, Farkas-Kotsis [11]) and morc recently by Fanti and Ivlanfredi (see,
for example, Fanti-:t-.Janfredi [8], [9], [lO]) - in which the HBT is applied to higher
dimension extensions of the Goodwinmoclel. \Ve noticc, howcvcr, that in the latteI'
extensions (sce, for cxamplc, Fanti-Manfredi [lO, pp. 383 and 385]), the highcr
dimensionality is the result of the consideration.of laggcd re!ations ~ together
with the applicatiOlI of thc so-callcd "Iincar-chain trick" - rather than of a truly
more generai structurc of thc model. Finali}', with regard to applications of the
HBT to models formulated in discrete-time, wc simpl}' refcI' to Gandolfo [20, pp.
491-499] and Mcdio [33, pp. 67-69] and to tlw !iteraturc lIlentioncd therein.
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conditions (involving third order or even higher mixed partial derivatives)
to which it is hard to give any economic interpretation.9 What has hardly
been noticed, by contrast, is that the simple application of the existence
part of the theorem is not uninfiuential for the specification of the model
either. Indeed, as shown by the contributions I have just mentioned, it often
l'equil'es assumptions that are introduced for no other reason than that of
satisfying the conditions of the theorem. 10 In our application, this is not
the case because, as shown in Proposition 1 below, for the version of
Goodwin's model we are considering, the application of the existence part
of the HBT requires only that condition (12) - resulting from Kaldor
Pasinetti 's theory of economic growth and distribution - is satisfied.

Proposition 1 When condition (12) is assumed, there exists a critical value
of the workers' propensity to save (SwH) that satisfies it and is such that
equation (13) evaluated at (v*, u' , é*) has the following properties:

(1.1) it possesses a pair of simple complex conjugate roots (>'2,3 = e±iw), that
become pure imaginary at the critical value; in other words, at Sw = SwH

(1.2) the real parts of the complex roots cross the real axis at non-zero speed;
in other words, at Sw = SwH

~: ISW=SWH # O

Proof (1.1) Given (14)-(16), we can write

AB-C=

<:1s 'f'[f" (1 ,)][<:1S ,sw, <:1s, *<:1s( ') ,]-é v v u + - u -u -é + -é U - 1 - U é
a a a a a

<:1s f *, '( ,sw f' ,<:1s, ')+- U é -v - + ,U -é va v a v a

Thus AB - C changes sign (see Appendix A)

>
AB -C <: O

according as to whether

s ~ a { f~ (sc/a ) [j~u' + (1 - u*)] + f:f~u'v' / (1- u') }
w f~ (sc/a) [j~u' + (1 - u,)] + f~v' + f: fi,u'v' / (1 - u') g"

= aDg" = SwH (18)

D This is underlined, for example, in Asada [1], Benhabib-IVliyao [3], Franke [17],
Gandolfo [20, pp. 476-477], van der Ploeg [41] and Sasakura [42].

IO See, for example, assumption (A.8) in Sasakura [42, p. 437] or assumptions l
and 2 in Franke [17, pp. 246 alle! 250].
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The denominator of the fraction in (18) is certainly always greater than the
numerator, so that

D < l -> SwH < erg"

Ivloreover
D> O-> SwH > O

This completes the proof of the first part of the Proposition.
(1.2) By using the so-called sensitivity analysis (see, for example, Gan

dolfo [20, pp. 475-48]), it is then easy to show that the second requirement
of the Proposition is also met. First of all, we notice that the coefficients of
the characteristic equation are such that

[ ru' 1]A = (v ) + - (erg" - sw) = a(ergll - sw), a> O
er 1 - u* er

u' (i;9" + v'i:)B = -- (erg ll - sw) = b(erg ll - sw), b > O
1 - u' er

(i'U*V') (S )C = ~ : (erg ll - sw) = c(erg" - sw),c > O

so that we also have

DA A
- = -a= < O
Ds w Sw - erg"

DB = -b = B < O
Ds w Sw - erg ll

DC C-- = -c = < O
Ds lL• Sw - ergll

Second, we know that, apart from A > O, B > Oand C > Othat is always
true, for Sw = SwH, one also has AB - C = O. Thus, when Sw = SwH, one
root of the characteristic equation (>,d is real negative, whereas the other
two are a pair of pure imaginary roots (À2,3 = 8 ± iw, with e = O). This
rneans that we have

so that, differentiating with respect to sw, in thc case in which À 2 ,3 arc
purely imaginary (8 = O), we obtain

DA _ a)'l 2 aB
as~. - - as w - os".

DB oB OW
- = 2À 1 - +2w-
oSw [)sw [)sw

DC 2 [)À 1 Dw-- = -w -- - 2À 1w-,
OSILo [)sw os".
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or:

[

-1 -2 O ]
O 2À1 2w

_w2 O -2À 1w

such that at Sw = SwH

IAI = 4w(Ài + w2
) > O

IAswl = 2aw3 > O

Given that, by Cramer's mIe

conditions (19) and (20) prove the second part of the Proposition.

(19)

(20)

Thus, system (7)-(9) admits closed orbits solutions (persistent and bounded
fiuctuations of the variables) for values of Sw in the neighbourhood of SwH'

Before discussing at greater length the implications of this result, it
is interesting to note that, in the case in which the mode! has closed orbits
solutions, its cyclical behaviour is such that the '11* - and the é*-coordinate of
the singular point are equal to the average values of the respective variables
over a whole cycle. l1

Proposition 2 Fo'i the dynamical system (7)-(9) oj Goodwin's model with
differential savings, the average values oj the income share oj labour and oj
the share oj capital owned by capitalists over a closed orbit are egual to the
respective coordinates oj the singular point (i. e., to u* and é* respectively).

Prooj (see Gandolfo [20, pp. 463-464] for the analogous property of the
originaI Lotka-Volterra model) To show this, let us rewrite equations (7)
and (9) as

d Sw ~s ~s
dt log v = -;; - g" + -;;é - -;;U€

d ~s Sc ~s ~s
- log € = - - -u - -€ + -u€
dt a a a a

from which, integrating over a period T equal to the period of the oscillations

( s ) ~s l T
~s l T

~ - g" T + - € dt - - 1l€ dt = O
a a o a o

~s Sc l T
~s l T

~s l T

-T-- udt-- €dt+- 'U€dt=O
a ao ao ao

(21)

(22)

Il As is well known, this is a property that is a!so satisfied by the origina! mode!.
\Vith regard to v', it is not possible to draw an ana!ogous conc!usion because we
have not specified a functiona! form for thc genera!izcd Phillips curve.
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From (21 )-(22)
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(
S11' ) Lls lT

Lls Sc l T
Lls lT

- - 9n T + - é dt = --T + - u dt + - é dt
a ao a ao ao

from which, on average over a cycle

l l T
agn *- udt = 1- - = u

T o Sc

Then, inserting in (21)

.!.. [T édt = Sc(91l - S11'/a ) = é*

T lo LlS9n

This completes the proof of the Proposition.

Moving on to discuss the result contained in Proposition 1, we first
notice that the nonlinearity of the generalized PhiUips curve does not play
any role in the proof of it we have given above. This means that we can
expect the result to hold even when - as in the numerical simulations that
follow - we take a linear Phillips curve; in other words, even when the model
is reduced to its "intrinsic" nonlinear structure. Second, the bifurcational
approach we have used appears to be very useful in that it has allowed us
to go beyond the conventional steady state results one easily obtains from
local stability analysis.12 As we have seen, although for a low propensity
to save by workers - less than the criticaI value SwH and in the limit
equal to zero - the positive steady-state solution of the model is (locally)
stable, increasing such a propensity destabilizes the mode!. However, this
does not lead to an unrealistic situation with fiuctuations of ever increasing
amplitude, neither does it require the use ofthe "saddle-point trick". Rather,
through an Hopf bifurcation, (HB, hereafter) the result seems to be that
of persistent and bounded fiuctuations of the employment rate, the income
share of wages and the proportion of capitaI held by workers and capitalists.
Having proved only the existence part of the HBT, however, we do not know
whether the closed orbits wiU arise for S11' < S11'H, where the equilibrium is
locally stable and the closed orbits are repelling (sub-critical HB) or for
S11' > S11'H, where the equilibrium is locally unstable 8fld the closed orbits
are attracting (super-critical HB).13 The numerical exampIe and computer
simulations that follow, however, seem to give evidence that the super
criticaI is in fact the case that prevails.

12 On this point, see also Benhabib-Miyao [3, p. 591].
I:J It is worth beillg aware that there also exists thc possibility of degenemte

RB 's, which, however, are ollly the bOl'del' case betwecll sub- alld super-critical
RI3. See Strogatz [46, pp. 252-25:3].
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3.2 Bifurcations and mute to chaos: some numerical simulations
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TraditionaHy, limit cycle behaviour in extensions of Gooclwin's growth cycle
model has been the result of the quest for st7'Uctuml stability. Examples of
this approach can be found in Medio [31, pp. 40-53], Funke [19] and van
der Ploeg [41], to mention only a few. Rather that going into the details of
the discussion of aH the problems associated with this important property
of dynamical systems, we prefer to take a different point of view and to
stress that both the originaI Goodwin model and the extensions just men
tioned (including ours!) are - in a sense - unsatisfactory. The reason for
this is that they aH imply that fluctuations of the variables of the model
are periodic.14 On the contrary, it is a fact that, although bounded, the
economie fluctuations observed in the real worlcl are highly irregular (aperi
odic). These two observations, however, are reconciled when it happens that
the Hopf bifurcation, the existence of which we have just proved, turns out
to be the first step on the mute 01 the system from regularity to a chaotic
regime. 15

To end this paper, we try now to give an idea of how this may happen by
resorting to numerical simulations. In order to do this, we need a functional
form for f(v,v). Choosing to work with the simplest case in which I is
additive and linear in both variables, we can write

f (v, v) = -1' + pv + b [s; - g" + ~s (1 - u) é]
whieh is such that the equilibrium value of the employment rate is the same
as in the originaI model

v· = ve = Cl: + l' (23)
P

Then, an aid for choosing plausible values of the parameter to be used
in the simulation is given by a very recent contribution by Harvie [26],
where the author applies Goodwin's model to aH the major OECD countries.
Choosing, for example, his results for the UK economy [26, p. 362, Table 2],
the parameter estimates are Cl: = 0.0221, {3 = 0.0037, a = 2.57, l' = 18.54
and p = 21.9. From these values and condition (12) above, it also foHows
that the two propensities to save must satisfy

o::; Sw < 0.066306 < Se ::; 1

FinaHy, after having chosen a value for the parameter b (= fu) - for ex
ampIe <5 = 0.1 - and for the capitalists' propensity to save - for exampie

14 In the version of the llIode! we have cOllsidered, for exampIe, we know that
the resuIts of the Hopf bifurcatioll are closed orbits of period approximately equal
to 21T/..fB.
l" For a discussioll of the cOllcept of "bifurcatioll" alld of typicai "routes to chaos"

- the so-called scenaT'ios - sec, for example, Medio [33, pp. 59-69 and 149-177,
respectively].
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Table 1 Convergcncc to thc stcady-state for valucs of thc workers' propensity to
save Iess than thc criticaI valuc

Sw v ° UO f:
0

0.020 0.847584 0.889490 0.722450
0.021 0.847584 0.889490 0.708069
0.022 0.847584 0.889490 0.693638
0.023 0.847584 0.889490 0.679158
0.024 0.847584 0.889490 0.664627
0.025 0.847584 0.889490 0.650045
0.026 0.847584 0.889490 0.635413
0.027 0.847584 0.889490 0.620730
0.028 0.847584 0.889490 0.605995
0.029 0.847584 0.889490 0.591209
0.0295 0.847584 0.889490 0.583796
0.02957 0.847584 0.889490 0.582758

Se = 0.6 - it is possible to use (18) to calculate the criticaI value of the
workers' propensity to save, for which the Ropf bifurcation occurs. Doing
this, we obtain:

SwH :::::: 0.02957435 (24)

Using these values for the parameters, we first notice that the numerical sim
ulations16 confirm the qualitative results we have obtained in the previous
section; in particular:

• for values of Sw less than the criticaI value (24), the system converges
to the steady-state, with the values for v*, UO and EO - given by (lO),
(11) and (23) - shown in Table 1. As was to be expected, only the
steady-state value of E proves to depend on Sw; 17

• for Sw = 0.029575, the numerical simulation given in Figure 1 confirms
the implications of Proposition 1, namely the existence of persistent
and bounded fiuctuations of the variables. Moreover, it gives strong ev
idence that the resulting closed orbit is stable (in other words, that the
RB is super-critical).

Rowever - as Sw is further il1creased - ne'W phenomena appear. In par
ticular, the bifurcation diagram given in Figure 2 suggests that, for higher
values of the parameter, the originaI Ropf bifurcation is followed by other bi
furcations on a route to chaos. To confirm this result we have caIculated the
dominant Lyapunov exponent of our dynamical system for different values
of sw. The resulting Lyapunov exponent bifurcation diagram given in Fig
ure 3 shows that, for values of the workers' propensity to save greater than

l G The numerical simulations have bcen performed using thc computcr program
DYNAMICS 2, contained in the second cditioll of thc book by Nusse amI Yorkc
[3-1] .
lì Frorn the results of the simulations, it also follows that thc convergence to
(v' ,u', SO) is vcry slow (thc slower, the larger is B w ) alld cyclica/.
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Fig. 1 Stable limit cycle in the (v, u)-planc, with Sw = 0.029575

a given criticaI value - approximateIy equal to 0.03 - the Lyapunov ex
ponent is positive, and therefore the system possesses sensitive dependence
on initial conditions.

4 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have presented an extension of Goodwin's growth cycle
model which, taking account of Pasinetti's criticism of Kaldor's theory of
growth and income distribution, considers the case of differential savings.
Notwithstanding its simplicity, the exercise we have performed allows us to
draw some interesting and encouraging conclusions, worthy, in our opinion,
of further investigation.

In summary:

1. The extension of the model we have considered attempts to integrate
some Kaldorian-Pasinettian and Goodwinian elements. From this point
of view, the result we have obtained is that the steady-state features of
the modified Goodwin model are the same as those of Pasinetti's version
of KaIdor's mode!. However, interestingIy enough, along the equilibrium
growth path of our model there is not full employment but, rather, a
constant rate of unemployment. ì'vIoreover, for values of the workers'
propensity to save above a certain criticaI value, the system - either
periodically or aperiodically - persistentIy f1uctuates around it, rather
than converging to it.
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2. The existence part of the HBT we have employed for the qualitative anal
ysis of the dynamies of the model is a powerful tool, by now standard
in economie dynamics. Yet, there are three aspects of our application
that are worth stressing. First, as we have seen, our application does
not require the introduction of any ad hoc assumption about the val
ues of the parameters, apart from the one about the relative values of
the two propensities to save implied by Kaldor-Pasinetti's theory: in our
model this condition is alI one needs to ensure both that the steady-state
values of the variables are economicalIy meaningful and that the condi
tions of the theorem are satisfied. Second, the results we have obtained
strongly suggest the importance of "going from local to global analysis" .
From this point of view, the limit cycle, the existence of whieh we have
proved by using the HBT, must be seen as the starting point rather
than as the "goal" of the analysis. Indeed, more important, then, (as
we have tried to do with the numerical simulation) is to investigate the
possibility of other scenarios, for example the existence of a "route to
chaotic behaviour" , as the crucial parameter is further increased. Third,
we have introduced the hypothesis of differential savings in the originaI
formulation of the mode!. In doing this, we have neglected a number of
interesting extensions of the model - available in the existing litera
ture on the topic - whieh give rise to a higher order dynamical system,
for exampie those extensions in which the Phillips curve is written in
monetary terms and then an equation for price dynamies is introduced
into the model or those extensions in which endogenous fiuctuations in
the capital-output ratio are alIowed. Most importantly, concentrating on
the Pasinettian side of the model, we have neglected the possibility of
introducing into the model a separate investment function. A further
elaboration of the model in this direction appears to be interesting and,
to some extent, required if the purpose is properly to integrate Kaldo
rian and Goodwinian elements. However, this does not appear to be an
impossible task. Indeed, as is testified to by some of the recent contribu
tions cited above, the existence part of the HBT can be easily applied
to higher than 3D systems as welI, and the same, clearly, is true for the
many numerical simulation techniques nowadays easily applicable with
no more than a standard home PC. For this reason, then, there are no
limits to the analysis of further generalizations of the model along the
lines suggested in this paper.

A Appendix

Given (14), (15) and (16), we can express AB - C as
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f * * ,1s * [ *f* ,1s * * * sw]+ U -€ v . -€ U - V -
v a v a a

Thus, given the expressions for €* and u* in (lO) and (11)

>
AB-C <: O

according as to whether

S. Sordi

I; [/;u* + (l _ u*)] [,1s (Sc - ag,,) (Sw) Sc (g" - sw/a )
a Sc a ,1S9"

+ (,1s) Sc (g" - sw/a) (sc - ag,,) (,1S) (agn) Sc (g" - sw/a)]
a ,1sg" Sc a Sc ,1sgn

+I;u* [V*I; (,1s) sc(gn-sw/a ) (sc-agn) _v*sw] ~O
a ,1sgn Sc (J"

or

I; [/;u* + (1- u*)] (g" - S;I) (~ - gn)

+I*u* [v*r(g,,-sw/a ) (Sc -gn) _v*sw] ~O
v v g" (J" (J"

or

* * * * ( Sw) Sc * [ * * ( Sw ) Sc * * sw] ~f· [I-, u + (l - u)] gn - - - + f v f· l - - -u - v - < O
v t a a v v (J"gn (J" (J"

or

{ f * [f* * (l *)] Sc 1* * f* Sc * 1* *} Sw-. . u + - u - - v "-u - v V -
v v (J" V t (J"gn (J"

+Il; [/[.u* + (l - U*)] gllsc + f:v* f[. Sc U* ~ O
. . (J" (J"

or

{
f;sc [f* * ( *)] f* * f*f* (u*v* )}--;;- vU + l - U + v v + v v 1 _ U* s'"

::::: { lE sc * * * *. ( uovo )}
>(J" --;;-[jv u +(l-u )]+fl'/,. l-u' g"

from which (18) easily follows.
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